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Abstract

Dynamic load balancing is an essential tool for parallel adaptive computation. It has been an important research topic for more than a decade. The Zoltan library provides applications with a reusable, object-oriented interface to several load balancing algorithms, including coordinate bisection, octree/space filling curve methods, and multilevel graph partitioners. It allows run-time selection among balancing techniques, facilitating comparisons. It also provides a framework in which to modify existing algorithms or to implement new algorithms. We compare the performance of several available methods as mesh partitioners and as dynamic load balancers for an adaptive computation. Partition quality metrics and running times of the balancers and the solution process are measured for several methods. We also examine the effect of octant granularity for the Zoltan octree partitioning algorithm, and describe a modification of the recursive coordinate bisection algorithm that bisects along only one coordinate axis, to achieve a “slice” partitioning, designed to minimize interprocessor adjacency.

1 Introduction

Adaptive computational techniques provide a reliable, robust, and efficient means of solving problems involving partial differential equations (PDEs) by finite difference, finite volume, or finite element technologies [11]. With adaptivity, the initial discretization of the computational domain and the numerical method are enhanced during the solution process to concentrate computational effort in areas of interest or activity. The enhancement may involve $h$-refinement [38], where a mesh is refined or coarsened, respectively, in regions of low or high accuracy; $r$-refinement [1, 2], where a mesh of a fixed topology is moved to follow evolving dynamic phenomena; and $p$-refinement [3, 36], where the method order is increased or decreased, respectively, in regions of low or high accuracy.
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Parallelism greatly complicates an adaptive computation. Domain decomposition, data management, and interprocessor communication must be dynamic since adaptive $h$- and $p$-refinement introduce computational imbalance. The dynamic data structures used with adaptive software severely limit automatic parallel optimization. A dynamic load balancing procedure is needed to compute a new decomposition following an adaptive step. The quality of the decomposition affects the efficiency of the solution, and different algorithms produce decompositions with different properties and costs [9].

A large number of dynamic load-balancing algorithms have been developed. The Zoltan library [14, 16, 17] provides implementations of or interfaces to several state-of-the-art load balancers, including coordinate bisection methods [6, 19, 38], octree/space filling curve methods [4, 15, 23, 24, 29, 30, 32, 35], refinement tree methods [31], and multilevel graph partitioning [26, 27, 39, 43]. Zoltan allows an application to choose from among these algorithms through a consistent interface and the specification of a number of callback functions that provide necessary application-specific information to Zoltan. We take advantage of this flexibility to compare balancing algorithms.

We begin by describing the software, load balancing algorithms, meshes, partition quality metrics, and the computer system used in our studies (§2). We next present a comparison of the Zoltan load balancers, used both as initial partitioning procedures (§3) and as dynamic rebalancers for an adaptive computation (§4). We consider partition quality and running times for the partitioning examples. For the adaptive computations, total solution times are also compared. We continue with a study of octant granularity, the maximum number of objects (e.g. mesh elements) that are allowed in a terminal octant, in the octree partitioning algorithm (§5). Our final study describes a modification to the recursive coordinate bisection (RCB) algorithm that fixes all cuts along one coordinate axis (§6). This leads to a “slice” partitioning that may be useful to minimize the interprocess adjacency, the number of processes with which each process must communicate during a solution phase. Finally, we discuss the results and future research directions (§7).

2 Background

This section describes the software tools, meshes, partition quality metrics, and parallel computer system used in the studies that follow.

2.1 Parallel Adaptive Software

We apply the Zoltan load balancers to several software packages developed at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The Rensselaer Partition Model (RPM) [41, 42] provides distributed mesh data structures and information about the parallel computational environment in which a program is executing. The basic mesh data structures in RPM are provided by the SCO-REC Mesh Database (MDB) [5]; however, many of the ideas may be applied to other systems. MDB includes operators to query and update a mesh data structure consisting of a full mesh entity hierarchy: three-dimensional regions, and their bounding faces, edges, and vertices, with bidirectional links between mesh entities of consecutive order. Regions serve as finite elements in three dimensions while faces are finite elements in two dimensions, or interface
elements in three dimensions. The full entity hierarchy allows efficient mesh modification during $h$-refinement [37] and facilitates $p$-refinement [36] by allowing attachment of degrees of freedom to the mesh entities and by providing necessary geometric information.

Partitioning studies are done using PMDBtool [41], a program that reads a script of commands, each of which results in a call to an appropriate library function. The input file is processed using the standard Unix tools for compiler and interpreter implementation, lex and yacc [28]. Lex converts the input script into tokens, which are parsed by yacc. Yacc calls PMDBtool C functions with appropriate arguments. Each PMDBtool function, in turn, calls the necessary functions in RPM, Zoltan, or other libraries.

Our adaptive computation studies use LOCO [24, 29], which implements a parallel adaptive discontinuous Galerkin [8, 12, 13] solution of the compressible Euler equations. We consider the “perforated shock tube” problem, which models the three-dimensional unsteady compressible flow in a cylinder containing a cylindrical vent [22]. This problem was motivated by flow studies in perforated muzzle brakes for large caliber guns [18]. Our focus is on the quasisteady flow that exists behind the contact surface for a short time. Using symmetry, the flow may be solved in one half of the domain bounded by a plane through the vent. The initial mesh contains 69,572 tetrahedral elements, and has been prerefined near the interface between the shock tube and vent. The larger cylinder (the shock tube) initially contains air moving at Mach 1.23 while the smaller cylinder (the vent) is quiet. A Mach 1.23 flow is prescribed at the tube’s inlet and outlet. The walls of the cylinders are given reflected boundary conditions, and a far field condition is applied at the vent exit [23]. Flow begins as if a diaphragm between the two cylinders were ruptured. After 19 adaptive steps, the mesh contains 451,692 elements.

2.2 Meshes

The following tetrahedral meshes were selected for our studies to represent a variety of mesh sizes and geometric complexity.

- **Cone**: This is a 42,786-element mesh, used to model a shock wave in a compressible flow impacting the side of the cone. Only half of the cone is modeled [21].

- **Muzzle**: This is a 69,572-element mesh used in the perforated shock tube simulation described above. This mesh is a quarter cylinder with half of a cylindrical venting hole [22].

- **Two Pipes**: This is a 3240-element mesh that represents the junction of two pipes.

- **Quartercone**: This is a 32,866-element mesh, used to model the steady flow at Mach 5 past a cone having a half-angle of 10 degrees [20].

2.3 Load Balancing Procedures

Our studies consider four geometric algorithms, where the partitioning is determined only by object coordinates. Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB) [6] proceeds by bisecting the
domain along the Cartesian coordinate of its longest dimension. Elements are sorted according to the bisecting coordinate, and half of the elements are assigned to each subdomain. *Recursive Inertial Bisection* (RIB) [19, 38, 40] proceeds similarly, but in a direction orthogonal to the subdomain’s principal axis of inertia at each step rather than along the coordinate axes. *Octree Partitioning* (OCTPART) [10, 15, 23, 30, 32] uses an octree decomposition of the computational domain in which the root of the tree, representing the entire domain, is recursively divided into eight “child” octants until each subregion (leaf octant) holds at most an application-specified number of objects. To achieve a partitioning, a Hilbert space-filling curve [7, 33, 34] tree traversal is used to define a global ordering on leaf octants. Each partition is assigned a contiguous segment of this global ordering. *Hilbert Space-Filling Curve* (HSFC) partitioning [16] proceeds in a manner similar to OCTPART, except that the SFC is constructed directly on the objects to be partitioned rather than on a tree structure.

We also consider two graph partitioning algorithms, where the graph vertices are the objects to be partitioned and the graph edges are the connections between them (e.g., a face shared by two mesh regions). *Jostle* [39, 43] and *Parmetis* [26, 27] each utilize a multilevel approach. These are libraries separate from Zoltan. Zoltan provides an interface that allows Zoltan load balancing calls and callbacks to be used to construct the input arrays required by these packages.

### 2.4 Partition Quality Metrics

The quality of the partitions used to distribute a computation has a significant effect on solution time for many applications [9]. While many factors may be important when considering the “quality” of a partitioning [25], the most common are computational balance and partition boundary size. We will quantify partition quality using two metrics: (i) surface index, and (ii) interprocess adjacency. Our examples assign exactly one partition per process, so the terms “process” and “partition” are used interchangeably.

#### 2.4.1 Surface Indices

Surface indices measure interprocess communication volume. In our examples, they are analogous to surface to volume ratios, with the number of element faces on partition boundaries being viewed as “surface area” relative to the “volume” of element faces in a partition. A large ratio of faces on partition boundaries to total faces indicates a large inter-process communication volume.

Thus, for $NP$ partitions $P = P_1, P_2, ..., P_{NP}$, let $b_i$ denote the number of partition-boundary faces and $f_i$ denote the total number of faces of $P_i$. The maximum local surface index,

$$r_M = \max_{i=1, ..., NP} \frac{b_i}{f_i};$$

(1)

measures the maximum communication volume on any process. Let $b_t$ denote the total number of boundary faces in all partitions and $f_t$ the total number of faces in all partitions. The global surface index,

$$r_G = \frac{b_t}{f_t};$$

(2)
measures the total communication volume. This can be the most important measure when
the communication network is shared among all compute nodes.

2.4.2 Interprocess Adjacency

Interprocess adjacency is the percentage of other processes with which each process must
communicate. This correlates to the number of message startups needed during a solution
procedure. Thus, for \( NP \) processes \( P = P_1, P_2, ..., P_{NP} \), let \( c_i \) denote the number of processes
with which process \( i \) must communicate. The maximum interprocess adjacency is

\[
adj_M = \max_{i=1,\ldots,NP} \frac{c_i}{NP - 1},
\]

and the average interprocess adjacency is

\[
adj_A = \frac{1}{NP} \sum_{i=1}^{NP} \frac{c_i}{NP - 1}.
\]

These measures are especially important for an interconnection network with high message
latency. Exchanging information with a number of neighboring processes often requires a
serialization of message setup, making \( adj_M \) an important measure of scalability. These mea-

sures can also be significant when network topology allows nearest-neighbor communication
to be significantly faster than more general communication.

2.5 Computing Environment

Our studies were performed using a cluster of Sun Microsystems servers at Williams College.
The compute nodes consist of two Enterprise 420R servers, each with four 450MHz Sparc
UltraII processors and 4 GB memory, and six Enterprise 220R servers, each with two 450MHz
Sparc UltraII processors, and 512 MB or 1 GB memory. All nodes are connected by a fast
(100 Mbit) Ethernet. Four of the nodes have a gigabyte interconnect from Dolphin, Inc.,
but only the fast Ethernet is used for our studies.

Most studies were run for even numbers of processes ranging from two to twenty. Mul-
tiple combinations were used for the two to eight processor runs. For two processes, two
nodes with one processor per node (2,1) and one node with two processors per node (1,2)
were used. For four processes, one node with four processors per node (1,4), two nodes
with two processors per node (2,2), and four nodes with one processor per node (4,1) were
used. Similar combinations were used for six ((3,2) and (6,1)) and eight ((2,4), (4,2), (8,1))
processes. This results in sixteen combinations.

3 Initial Partitioning

We first examine the effectiveness of the Zoltan load balancers as initial partitioners for the
meshes described in §2.2. Default Zoltan parameter values were used.

For each run, the total run time, surface index, and interprocessor adjacency statistics
were gathered. Run time was not included for the HSFC partitioning, as an optimized
version was unavailable, making any comparison unfair.
Figure 1: Total initial partitioning times for the Muzzle mesh. Jostle and Parmetis are often the slowest and the recursive bisection procedures are usually the fastest. The notation for the number of processors along the $x$-axis is (# nodes, # processes per node).

Figure 1 shows total balancing times for the initial partitioning of the Muzzle mesh. This includes setup time, the time for Zoltan to compute the decomposition, and the time to migrate the mesh to achieve the decomposition. In most cases, the methods were ranked RIB, RCB, Parmetis, OCTPART, and Jostle, fastest to slowest, though RCB was sometimes faster than RIB and Jostle was sometimes faster than OCTPART for small numbers of processes. Timings for the other meshes are not shown, but show the same trends. Partitioning time increased with the number of processes, since the timings include migration time, and more partitions require a larger percentage of the mesh to be migrated. Runs with the same number of processes but with intranode communication ran faster than those that required Ethernet communication.

Figure 2: $r_G$ (left) and $r_M$ (right) for the Muzzle mesh. Parmetis consistently achieved the lowest surface indices.

Figure 2 compares surface indices for the Muzzle mesh. Jostle produced the lowest surface indices, RCB the highest, with the others clustered in the middle. Statistics for the other meshes are not shown, but Jostle consistently achieved the best surface indices. Partitioning the same size mesh into more parts will almost always increase surface indices. This is the
RIB and Jostle produced the lowest adjacencies in most cases for the Muzzle mesh, while RCB also performed well for the Cone mesh.

Figures 3 and 4 show interprocess adjacency values for the four meshes. Adjacency values generally decrease and become more meaningful as the number of processes increases. For the Muzzle mesh, RIB usually had the lowest $adj_A$, followed by Jostle and RCB, while Parmetis was consistently the highest for both average and maximum adjacency. Jostle, RCB, and RIB achieved the best adjacency values for the Cone mesh and Parmetis remained the worst. Jostle had the lowest values for the Two Pipes mesh and Jostle and RCB were the best for the Quartercone mesh. As these studies show, interprocess adjacency statistics often depend heavily on mesh structure. Consider RIB, which performed well in this measure for the Muzzle and Cone meshes, but not as well for Quartercone and Two Pipes.

4 Dynamic Load Balancing for an Adaptive Analysis

To examine dynamic load balancing performance, we solve the “perforated shock tube” problem described in §2.1. We compare Jostle, Parmetis, RCB, and RIB, with the default parameter values for each algorithm. Load balancing uses element weights specified as the inverse of the radius of a sphere inscribed in each element to account for the computational
imbalance introduced by the Local Refinement Method [23]. Timings are averaged over two runs. Times are broken down as rebalance times, refinement times, solution times, and total times (the sum of the other three). Partition quality and timing statistics are presented at each refinement step and, and times as cumulative totals. To keep the number of graphs manageable, statistics broken down by refinement step are shown only for 8 and 20 processes.

We first examine partition quality metrics for the meshes at each adaptive refinement step. Figure 5 presents surface indices and Figure 6 presents interprocess adjacencies. Surface index rankings were consistent, with Jostle the best, followed by Parmetis, RIB, and RCB. Jostle also had the lowest average adjacency, but Parmetis became much worse. For the 20 process $adj_M$, RCB was actually the best and Jostle the worst.

Figure 7 shows the times for each adaptive step for the perforated shock tube on 8 and 20 processes, broken down into rebalancing times, refinement times, and solution times. RCB usually had the fastest rebalancing time, and Jostle was consistently the slowest. In many cases, Jostle took several times longer than the other methods. For refinement time, the costs for Jostle, Parmetis and RIB were similar, but RCB was significantly slower in most 8-process cases and in some 20-process cases. The most significant and most consistent differences were in the time spent in the solution process. This time includes the actual computation and the communication to exchange solution information across partition boundaries. Differences in
this stage may be caused by load imbalance or by interprocess communication delays. Here, the Jostle runs were the fastest, followed by Parmetis, RIB, and RCB.

Figure 8 shows the total time to solution, which sums the corresponding values from the graphs in Figure 7. As solution time is the largest portion of the overall time, Jostle’s slower partitioning time was dominated by its faster solution time. Jostle consistently achieved the fastest time to solution, followed by Parmetis and RCB in both the 8 and 20 process cases.

Figure 9 shows the cumulative times across all adaptive refinement steps for the perforated shock tube as the number of processes is increased from 4 up to 20. Times are shown for the substages (rebalancing, refinement, solution) and the total time. Across the board, Jostle and Parmetis achieved the best overall times. Overall times with RCB and RIB were several times slower than the graph partitioners. The longer rebalancing times for Parmetis and especially Jostle were not a significant factor when compared to the total solution times.

5 OCTPART Leaf Octant Granularity

The OCTPART algorithm constructs an octree decomposition of the computational domain, and uses a traversal of that tree to assign octants to partitions. The depth of the tree is determined by placing a threshold on the number of objects can exist in a leaf octant. If
a leaf octant contains too many objects, it is refined into eight new leaf octants, and the objects contained in the original are dispersed among the children. Setting this threshold low results in a larger tree structure, but allows for a more exact balance. Larger thresholds allow a smaller tree structure at the expense of a coarser partitioning, which may introduce small imbalances.

To determine the effect of leaf octant granularity on the octree, we vary the refinement threshold setting from 1 to 200. We increase by 5 up to 50, then 10 up to 100, and by 20 up to 200. We use the same combinations of processes as in previous studies.

Figure 10 shows that $r_G$ and $adj_A$ were nearly identical for all octant granularities. However, there were some differences introduced in the strictness of the load balance. With an octant granularity of 1, the partitions had an imbalance of at most 1 object. With larger octant granularity, imbalances as large as the granularity may result, and we observed imbalances up to 155 objects when a granularity of 200 was used.

Figure 11 shows partitioning times as the octant granularity is varied. These times include the partitioning, but not the mesh migration to achieve the partitioning. Since approximately the same percentage of the mesh is migrated regardless of octant granularity, migration time is nearly constant. Partitioning times dropped as the granularity was increased from 1 up
Figure 7: Solution times for each adaptive refinement step for the perforated shock tube on 8 (left) and 20 (right) processes. The top set of graphs are the rebalancing time at each step, which includes time for Zoltan to compute the new decomposition and the time to migrate the mesh and solution data to achieve it. The middle graphs are mesh refinement times, and the bottom are the times spent computing the solution after each refinement step. A graph with the sum of these values is in Figure 8.

to around 20. As the granularity increased beyond 40, partitioning times rose steadily.

For the Muzzle mesh on this parallel computer, a granularity of 20 to 40 objects per octant was the most effective. In this range, the partitioning time was minimized, and only a small imbalance was incurred.
Figure 8: Total analysis times (time to solution) by adaptive refinement step for the perforated shock tube on 8 (left) and 20 (right) processes. These graphs sum the times for rebalancing, refinement, and solution that are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 9: Times for the perforated shock tube as the number of processes ranges from 4 to 20. The graphs show cumulative rebalancing times (top left), cumulative mesh refinement times (top right), cumulative solution times (bottom left), and total analysis times (bottom right) for the 19 adaptive steps. The total analysis times are the sums of the other three.

6 Slice Partitioning

Previous studies have shown interprocess adjacency, the number of neighbors with which each processor must communicate during the solution phase, to be an important efficiency
factor [10]. To minimize adjacency, we modified the RCB algorithm to produce “slice” partitions, where each cut is along the same axis.

We compare the original RCB algorithm with the slice partitioner used to cut along each coordinate axis. We again use the perforated shock tube problem described in §2.1.

Figure 12 shows surface indices at each adaptive refinement step of the perforated shock tube. RCB $x$-cut achieved the best $r_G$ and $r_M$ values in all cases. RCB $y$-cut was also better than the original RCB in many cases, but RCB $z$-cut was much worse.
These results are highly dependent upon mesh structure. For the perforated shock tube, the main cluster of refinement is along the interface between the main barrel and the vent hole, so any cut plane that passes through that region will incur poor surface index values. Since this interface is in the \( xy \)-plane, the \( z \)-cut RCB is most likely to make an unfortunate cut through this region.

Figure 13 shows interprocess adjacencies at each step of the perforated shock tube. \( \text{adj}_A \) values were lowest for the \( z \)-cut, followed by the \( x \)-cut and then the \( y \)-cut for both the 8 and
Figure 12: $r_G$ (top) and $r_M$ (bottom) at each adaptive refinement step for the perforated shock tube on 8 (left) and 20 (right) processes. RCB $x$-cut achieved the best surface indices in all cases.

20 process cases. The original RCB algorithm had the lowest $adj_A$ and $adj_M$ for 20 processes, and similar values to $y$-cut on 8 processes.

The interprocess adjacency statistics were at first surprising. The initial motivation for the slice partitioning was to minimize interprocess adjacency. Yet, for the 20 process case, the original RCB algorithm had a lower $adj_A$ at each refinement step than any of the slice methods. The structure of the mesh, more specifically, the refinement pattern, caused this. The domain away from the interface of the barrel and vent hole consists of large elements. The cut planes for the $x$-cut and $y$-cut RCB are determined almost completely by the highly refined interface. Slices were formed in this region, but away from the dense refinement, there are larger mesh elements that spanned three or more slices, causing a small number of these elements to be “adjacent” to more distant slices.

Figure 14 shows that $x$-cut RCB achieved a solution to the perforated shock tube most quickly, followed closely by the $y$-cut. These correlate closely to the surface index values in Figure 12. As with the studies in Section 4, surface indices were more important than interprocess adjacency for the Sun cluster.
Figure 13: \( \text{adj}_A \) (top) and \( \text{adj}_M \) (bottom) at each adaptive refinement step for the perforated shock tube on 8 (left) and 20 (right) processes. RCB \( z \)-cut achieved the best \( \text{adj}_A \) for 8 processes, while the original RCB was best in this measure for 20 processes.

Figure 14: Total analysis times (time to solution) by adaptive refinement step for the perforated shock tube on 8 (left) and 20 (right) processors.

7 Discussion

These studies were an initial step in a more thorough study that will include additional load balancing algorithms, a larger variety of mesh structures and sizes, other solution methods,
and different computational environments. OCTPART and HSFC need to be included in all studies. Significantly larger meshes must be considered. Simulations involving millions of elements are becoming more common and new scalability concerns may arise. The perforated shock tube needed only 19 adaptive refinement steps for solutions that run for over an hour. Many problems of interest require much more frequent refinement, which would make the running time of the rebalancing a more significant factor. Much larger numbers of processors also must be considered, as well as a variety of processor and network speeds and hierarchies.

We can draw some conclusions from the study to this point. Though Jostle uses a more computationally expensive procedure, the resulting partitions, with lower surface index values than the others, allowed for a significantly faster solution process. Surface index was the more significant factor here, using the relatively slow Ethernet connection. Previous studies indicate that the interprocessor adjacency may be the most significant factor when communication is across a network with a higher bandwidth, but a relatively large latency such as the IBM SP [10].

We have determined that octant granularity for OCTPART should be set to allow a maximum of 20–40 objects per leaf octant. The partitions produced were nearly equal in quality across all granularities, but this range allows for the fastest running time. Imbalance may be introduced that are as large as the octant granularity, and in most cases, an imbalance of 20–40 objects is acceptable.

The slice partitioning modification to Zoltan’s RCB algorithm is also promising. It incurred the same cost as the regular RCB, but produced partitions of significantly higher quality, when the axis to cut along was chosen correctly. This choice is highly dependent on the shape of the domain and on the refinement patterns. Use of slice partitioning on larger or more uniformly-refined meshes, and on systems with a faster network may reduce message startup latency. This will be investigated.

Previous studies have shown that a postprocessing “partition boundary smoothing” step can significantly improve the quality of partitions produced by the original OCTPART algorithm [23]. A similar procedure for the Zoltan geometric partitioners, especially OCTPART, RIB, and RCB, would be beneficial and is being investigated.

The appropriate choice of dynamic load balancing algorithm often depends on the target computer system [42]. A machine model for Zoltan to help guide architecture-aware load balancing is in development. As part of this effort, the studies described herein will be extended to a variety of parallel environments ranging from networks of workstations to the largest supercomputers.
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